
SELFISH GENE ESSAY

Free Essay: The Selfish Gene "We are survival machinesâ€”robot vehicles blindly programmed to preserve selfish
molecules known as genes." -- Richard.

Humans have managed to splice off culture with its own evolutionary process. Proto-oncogenes are genes that
normally help cells grow but when mutations occur or you get multiple copies of the same gene and it
becomes permanently turned on it can become a bad gene. The IQ tests used in the Buck case have long been
discredited. This strong bias persists in most agricultural and industrial societies and on that ground alone
appears to have a genetic origin. The idea that middle class and upper class whites were genetically superior to
other races and classes permeated Victorian society. Therefore, all selection acts ultimately at the level of
DNA. This causes the proteins to come together and create sickle-shaped blood cells. After the human gene
gene of interest that codes for the desire trait is located on the chromosome restriction enzyme does it job, by
cutting out the gene from the DNA. Although he said it would be impractical to "treat" criminality through
genetic engineering, others said there were good prospects for developing drugs to control excessive
aggression, once the responsible genes had been found. A whole generation of American and other scientists
are being brought up on this confusion. Wills, op. Genes affect traits â€” not in simple ways, but in
complicated ways. Perhaps before I even consider that question, however, I should wonder whether we even
can be here to help others: is selflessness really possible. Eysenck apparently believes that blacks and the Irish
have been selectively bred for "low IQ" genes. Because of this, some molecular biologists and also
sociobiologists have argued that all natural selection acts ultimately at the level of the DNA. They argue that
religion memes are like viruses, which serve no good purpose for those whom they invade and indeed often do
great harm. The ants even take baby aphids in custody inside their ant hills to raise and protect them from
predators. Due to their naturally selfish behavior, genes merely use organisms as mechanisms to ensure their
own survival. As we know transcription factors are regulating gene expression in different types of
organ-systems, such as lungs, guts and hearth Natural selection ceases to be a blind, mysterious force. In
exchange, aphids benefit from having strong fighters like the ants around to protect them. The environment.
To see why, it helps to translate this level of description into a more molecular one. Out of twelve "liberals or
radicals," eleven said the environment was more important than heredity, and one the opposite. But if we hold
on to the life cycle perspective, keeping in mind that evolution is a process composed of processes, evolution
should be seen as a series of perturbations and re-stabilisations of these processes, some of which lead to more
robust and reproductively fecund parts of the process. Wilson, "are culturally nurtured outgrowths of simple
tribalism.


